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Modern Rustic
Continued from page 45

cLockwiSe fRoM toP Right Subdued subway tiles add a subtle touch of color and 
brightness; blackboard paint is a clever customizable surface on which to write 
types of wine, and helps Delaney keep his wine rack well stocked; modern 
twistable stools allow guests a resting place; a butcher block counter on the 
center island is a stress-free space to slice and dice, and is a convenient spot to 
pop open a bottle from the wine rack underneath. 

after workiNg iN the states for NearLy 20 
years and raising their two children here, Noel and Mari Ashworth retired to 
Aquidneck Island from Britain nearly eight years ago. They sought an easy 
lifestyle that allowed them access to their children and grandchildren, offered 
them nearby activities, and had friendly neighbors. It wasn’t an unreasonable 
list of requests, so they found what they sought at Prescott Point in Portsmouth. 
Nestled on 108 acres of wooded area on the banks of Narragansett Bay with 
seven miles of walking trails and only 10 minutes drive to Newport, the 
condominium development offered more than they desired. “We’ve been 
coming to Newport for years, and we love the water,” says Mari. “It’s a very 
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interesting and comfortable place to live.” As utilitarian as their must-have 
list was, their kitchen fit that bill perfectly too. Granite counters and stainless 
steel appliances in an open living space are perfect for the social couple, and 
the single-level living means nothing is out of reach in the rest of the condo. 
The cathedral ceilings in the adjacent living room also means their view of the 
protected wetlands in their backyard is optimal from every angle. “There is no 
space we don’t use in here,” says Noel, a former mechanical engineer. “When 
the kids come to visit they have fun on the deck, it’s just ideal.”

 The new open space is perfect for entertaining, overlooking their dining room 
on one end and their quaint yard on the other, with pristine Brazilian cherry wood 
floors continuing throughout for added flow. Exposed beams, slate counters and a 
farmhouse sink add old-school charm to the new enlarged space, while updated 
stainless steel appliances ensure Linda has the most modern technology at her 
fingertips while cooking. “We were committed to slate from the beginning,” says 
Delaney. “We were told it wasn’t a good choice and that it wasn’t durable, but we 
love the unique color and texture, and that it’s not glossy. And it’s holding up just 
fine.” French doors welcome the outside in, allow their pup River easy access to the 
yard and help Linda get some peace and quiet from her job as a manager at 
Interstate Navigation. The “keep calm and carry on” attitude will serve them well 
when their first child arrives in July. For now though, they’re enjoying their new 
space and all the comforts of a brand new rustic kitchen.

ConTraCTors
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